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Abstract. We compute mass outflow rates from accretion discs around compact objects, such as
neutron stars and black holes. These computations are done using combinations of exact transonic
inflow and outflow solutions which may or may not form standing shock waves. Assuming that the
bulk of the outflow is from the effective boundary layers of these objects, we find that the ratio of the
outflow and inflow rates varies anywhere from a few per cent to even close to a 100% (i.e. close to
the disc evacuation case) depending on the initial parameters of the disc, the degree of compression
of matter near the centrifugal barrier, and the polytropic index of the flow. Our result, in general,
matches the outflow rates obtained through a fully time-dependent numerical simulation. In some
region of the parameter space when the standing shock does not form, our resultsindicatethat the
disc may be evacuated and may produce quiescence states.

PACS numbers: 0420, 9760L, 9862M, 9854

1. Introduction

One of the signatures of activities around compact objects is the presence of jets and outflows.
Outflows carry away angular momentum from the accretion disc and are partially responsible
for the accretion itself. Active galaxies and quasars are supposed to harbour black holes at
their centres and at the same time produce cosmic radio jets through which immense amounts
of matter and energy are ejected out of the core of the galaxies (see [1, 2] for a recent review).
Similarly, micro-quasars have also been discovered very recently where outflows are formed
from stellar black hole candidates [3]. Many of these outflows show superluminal motions
which are probably due to magnetic effects. With hydrodynamic effects alone, which we are
employing in this paper, one should not be able to accelerate the flow to more than the initial
sound velocity. A well known stellar object SS433 (which is believed to be a neutron star),
where pure hydrodynamic effects may be operating, produces outflows with a speed roughly
one-third of the speed of light.

There are several models in the literature which study the origin, formation and collimation
of these outflows. The difference between stellar outflows and outflows from these systems
is that the outflows in these systems necessarily form out of the inflowing material. This is
because black holes and neutron stars have no atmospheres of their own. The models present
in the literature are roughly of three types. The first type of solutions confine themselves to the
jet properties only, completely decoupled from the internal properties of accretion discs. They
study the effects of hydrodynamic or magneto-hydrodynamic pressures on the origin of jets,
[4–6] and [1] (chapter 3). In the second type, efforts are made to correlate the internal disc



structure with that of the outflow using both hydrodynamic [1] and magneto-hydrodynamic
considerations [7, 8]. In the third type, numerical simulations are carried out to discover how
matter is deflected from the equatorial plane towards the axis [9–12]. On the analytical front,
although the wind-type solutions and accretion-type solutions come out of the same set of
governing equations (e.g. [7, 8]), there has been no attempt to obtain the estimation of the
outflow rate from the inflow rate. On the other hand, the mass outflow rate of normal stars is
calculated very accurately from the stellar luminosity. The theory of radiatively driven winds
seems to be very well understood [13]. The simplicity of black holes and neutron stars lie in
the fact that they do not have atmospheres. However, the discs surrounding them have, and
a similar method to that employed in stellar atmospheres should be applicable to the discs.
Our approach in this paper is precisely this. We first determine the properties of the rotating
inflow and outflow and identify solutions to connect them. In this manner we self-consistently
determine the mass outflow rates.

Before we proceed, we describe basic properties of the rotating matter around a black hole.
Rotating matter behaves in a special manner at two radial distances [14]: (a) a marginally stable
orbit (rms), and (b) a marginally bound orbit (rmb). For r < rms no timelike orbit is stable.
The corresponding Keplerian angular momentum isλms = 3.67GM/c for a Schwarzschild
black hole of massM, whereG andc are the universal gravitational constant and the velocity
of light, respectively. Forr < rmb, any closed orbit is impossible and matter must dive into a
black hole. The corresponding Keplerian angular momentum isλmb = 4GM/c. Matter with
a larger angular momentum (λ > λmb) must require a positive energy at infinity in order to
enter into a black hole since otherwise the centrifugal barrier becomes insurmountable (see,
figure 12.3 of [14]). Thus, normally, for black hole accretion, one is interested in flows with
λ < λmb. The centrifugal force

Fc ∼ λ2/r3 (1a)

fights against the gravitational force

Fg ∼ −GM/r2 (1b)

and in a Keplerian disc (consisting of a collection of closed timelike geodesics) these two
forces balance. In exact form, the Keplerian distribution of specific angular momentum in
Schwarzschild geometry is given by [14]

λKep =
√
GMr

1− (2GM/c2r)
. (2)

With this distribution, there is no centrifugal barrier left, since the two forces exactly cancel
each other.

On the other hand, a rotating inflow with a specific angular momentumλ(r) entering
into a black hole will have angular momentumλ ∼ constant close to the black hole for any
moderate viscous stress. Physically, this is due to fact that viscosity transports momentum,
and therefore angular momentum, to outer parts of the disc and it takes a much longer time
(than the infall time of matter) to do so. The problem with a constant angular momentum
flow with λms < λ < λmb is that it must be sub-Keplerian (equation (2)) forr < rmb. A
second, and more important reason why a flow must deviate from a Keplerian disc can be
understood in the following way [15]: consider a perfect fluid with the stress–energy tensor
(usingG = c = M = 1),

Tµν = ρuµuν + p(gµν + uµuν) (3)



wherep is the pressure andρ = ρ0(1 +π) is the mass density,π being the internal energy.
We assume the vacuum metric around a Kerr black hole to be of the form [14]

ds2 = gµν dxµ dxν = − r
21

A
dt2 +

A

r2
(dφ − ω dt)2 +

r2

1
dr2 + dz2, (4)

where

A = r4 + r2a2 + 2ra2; 1 = r2 − 2r + a2; ω = 2ar

A
.

Heregµν is the metric coefficient anduµ is the 4-velocity component

ut =
[

1

(1− V 2)(1−�λ)(gφφ + λgtφ)

]1/2

. (5)

Hereλ = −uφ/ut is the specific angular momentum and� = uφ/ut . On the horizon, forall
a, 1 = 0. Since all the other terms behave smoothly,V must be unity, i.e. the velocity of
light. Since in the extreme equation of state ofp = ρ/3, the speed of sound is 1/

√
3. Thus

the Mach number is larger than unity, and the flow must be supersonic on the horizon. A
supersonic flow is always sub-Keplerian [1]. It is to be noted that the investigations made so
far are for Keplerian discs only. In the present paper, we investigate outflow formation from
more realistic flows which are necessarily sub-Keplerian.

Returning to equations (1a) and (1b), one notes thatFc increases much faster compared
to Fg and becomes comparable at aroundrcb ∼ λ2/GM. (In the rest of the paper, we use
Rg = 2GM/c2 as the length unit,c the unit of velocity, and the mass of the black hole
M as the unit of mass.) Here (actually, a little further out, due to thermal pressure), matter
starts piling up and produces the centrifugal-pressure-supported boundary layer (CENBOL
for short). Further, close to the black hole, gravity always wins and matter enters the horizon
supersonically after passing through a sonic point. This centrifugal-pressure-supported region,
may or may not have a sharp boundary, depending on whether standing shocks form or not (see
[1] for references). Generally speaking, in a polytropic flow, if the polytropic indexγ > 1.5,
then shocks do not form and ifγ < 1.5, only a region of the parameter space forms the shock
[1]. In this layer (CENBOL) the flow becomes hotter and denser and for all practical purposes
behaves as the stellar atmosphere so far as the formation of outflows are concerned. Inflows on
neutron stars behave similarly, except that the ‘hard-surface’ inner boundary condition dictates
that the flow remains subsonic between the CENBOL and the surface rather than becoming
supersonic as in the case of a black hole. In the case where the shock does not form, regions
around the pressure maximum achieved just outside the inner sonic point would also drive the
flow outwards. In the back of our mind, we have the picture of the outflow as obtained by
numerical simulations [11], namely that the outflow is thermally and centrifugally accelerated
but confined by the external pressure of the ambient medium.

At first glance, it may appear astonishing that a black hole, which has no hard surface,
should allow a ‘boundary layer’ or CENBOL. Observationally, in the context of spectral
properties of black hole candidates, the presence of this boundary layer has been established
long ago (see, [1, 2, 16]). It turns out that most hard x-rays from a black hole accretion disc
come out of this region [17]. Most interestingly, the CENBOL can also oscillate similarly
to the boundary layer of a white dwarf [18], thus proving beyond doubt the existence of a
CENBOL. This oscillation has also been observed recently [17–19]. The formation of outflow
from this region is clearly seen both for inviscid flow [11] and for viscous flow [20].

There are two surfaces of utmost importance in flows with angular momentum. One is
the ‘funnel wall’ where the effective potential (the sum of the gravitational potential and the



Figure 1. Wind formation from an accretion flow is shown schematically. The particular properties
of the centrifugal barrier and funnel wall make them ideal candidates to collimate outflows from
regions close to the black hole.

specific rotational energy) vanishes. In the case of a purely rotating flow, this is the ‘zero-
pressure’ surface. Flowscannotenter inside the funnel wall because the pressure would be
negative (figure 1). The other surface is called the ‘centrifugal barrier’. This is the surface
where the radial pressure gradient of a purely rotating flow vanishes and is locatedoutsidethe
funnel wall simply because the flow pressure is higher than zero on this surface. Flow with
inertial pressure easily crosses this ‘barrier’ and either enters into a black hole or flows out as
winds depending on its initial parameters (a detailed classification of the parameter space is
given in [21]). In numerical simulations [11] it is observed that the outflow generally hugs the
‘funnel wall’ and goes out in between these two surfaces. In this paper we assume precisely
this.

Outflow rates from accretion discs around black holes and neutron stars must be related
to the properties of CENBOL which, in turn, depend on the inflow parameters. Subsonic
outflows originating from CENBOL would pass through sonic points and reach far distances
as in wind solutions. Assuming free-falling conical polytropic inflow and isothermal outflows
(as in stellar winds), it is easy to estimate the ratio of outflowing and inflowing rates [2, 22]:

Ṁout

Ṁin
= Rṁ = 2out

2in

R

4
e−(f0− 3

2 )f
3/2
0 (6)

where2out and2in are the full angles of the outflow and inflow, respectively, and

f0 = (2n + 1)R

2n
. (7)

HereR is the compression ratio of inflowing matter at the CENBOL andn = 1/(γ − 1) is the
polytropic constant. When2out ∼ 2in,Rṁ ∼ 0.052 and 0.266 forγ = 4

3 and 5
3, respectively.



Assuming a thin inflow and outflow of 10◦ conical angle, the ratioRṁ becomes 0.0045 and
0.023, respectively.

The aim of the present paper is to compute the mass-loss rate more realistically than has
been attempted so far. We calculate this rate as a function of the inflow parameters, such
as specific energy and angular momentum, accretion rate, polytropic index, etc. We explore
both the polytropic and the isothermal outflows. Our conclusions show that the outflow rate
is sensitive to the specific energy and accretion rate of the inflow. Specifically, when the
outflow is not isothermal, the outflow rate generally increases with the specific energy and
the polytropic indexγo of the outflow, generally decreases with the polytropic indexγ of the
inflow, but is somewhat insensitive to the specific angular momentumλ. In the case of the
isothermal outflow, however, the mass-loss rate is sensitive to the inflow rate, since the inflow
rate decides the proton temperature of the advective region of the disc which, in turn, fixes
the outflow temperature. In this case the outflow is at least partially temperature driven. The
outflow rate is also found to be anti-correlated with the specific angular momentumλ of the
flow.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe our model and present
the governing equations for the inflow and outflow. In section 3, we present the solution
procedure of the equations. In section 4, we present the results of our computations. Finally,
in section 5, we draw our conclusions. A preliminary report of this kind has been published
elsewhere [23].

2. Model description and governing equations

2.1. Inflow model

For the sake of the computation of the inflow quantities, we assume that the inflow is
axisymmetric and thin:h(r) � r, so that the transverse velocity component can be ignored
compared to the radial and azimuthal velocity components. We consider polytropic inflows
in vertical equilibrium (otherwise known as 1.5-dimensional flows [21]). We ignore the self-
gravity of the flow. We perform the calculations using Paczyński–Wiita [24] potential which
mimics the surroundings of the Schwarzschild black hole. The equations (in dimensionless
units) governing the inflow are:

Conservation equation of specific energy is given by

E = u2
e

2
+ na2

e +
λ2

2r2
− 1

2(r − 1)
, (8)

whereue andae are the radial and polytropic sound velocities, respectively.ae = (γpe/ρe)1/2,
pe andρe are the pressure and density of the flow. For a polytropic flow,pe = Kργe , whereK is
a constant and is a measure of the entropy of the flow. Here,λ is the specific angular momentum
andn is the polytropic constant of the inflown = (γ − 1)−1, whereγ is the polytropic index.
The subscripte refers to the fact that quantities are measured on the equatorial plane.

The mass conservation equation, apart from a geometric constant, is given by

Ṁin = ueρerhe(r), (9)

wherehe(r) is the half-thickness of the flow at the radial coordinater having the following
expression:

he(r) = aer1/2(r − 1)

√
2

γ
. (10a)



Another useful way of writing the mass inflow is to introduce an entropy-dependent quantity
Ṁ ∝ γ nKnṀ which can be expressed as

Ṁ = ueaαe r3/2(r − 1)

√
2

γ
, (10b)

whereṀ is really the entropy accretion rate [21]. When the shock is not present,Ṁ remains
constant in a polytropic flow. When the shock is present,Ṁwill increase at the shock due to the
increase of entropy,α = (γ +1)/(γ −1) = 2n+1. If the centrifugal-pressure-supported shock
is present, the usual Rankine–Hugoniot conditions, namely, conservations of mass, energy and
momentum, fluxes across the shock are to be taken into account [21] in determining the shock
locations. In the presence of mass loss one must incorporate this effect into the shock condition
(see, equation (22) below).

2.2. Outflow models

We consider two types of outflows. In ordinary stellar mass-loss computations [25], the outflow
is assumed to be isothermal until the sonic point. This assumption is probably justified, since
copious photons from the stellar atmosphere deposit momenta on the slowly outgoing and
expanding outflow and possibly make the flow close to isothermal. This need not be the case
for outflows from compact sources. Centrifugal-pressure-supported boundary layers close to
the black hole are very hot (close to the virial temperature) and most of the photons emitted
may be swallowed by the black holes themselves instead of coming out of the region and
depositing momentum onto the outflow. Thus, the outflows could be cooler than isothermal
flows. In our first model, we choose polytropic outflows with the same energy as the inflow
(i.e. no energy dissipation between the inflow and outflow) but with a different polytropic
indexγo < γ . Nevertheless, it may be advisable to study the isothermal outflow to find out the
behaviour of the extreme case. Thus an isothermal outflow is chosen in our second model. In
each case, of course, we include the possibility that theinflow may or may not have standing
shocks.

On the one hand, our assumption of thin inflow is for the sake of computation of the
thermodynamic quantities only, but the flow itself need not be physically thin. Secondly, the
funnel wall and the centrifugal barrier are purely geometric surfaces, and they exist anyway
and the outflow could be supported even by an ambient medium which may not necessarily be
a part of the disc itself. So, we believe that our assumptions are not unjustified.

2.2.1. Polytropic outflow. In this case, the energy conservation equation takes the form

E = ϑ2

2
+ n′a2

e +
λ2

2rm2(r)
− 1

2(r − 1)
(11)

and the mass conservation in the outflow takes the form

Ṁout = ρϑA(r). (12)

Here,n′ = (γo − 1)−1 is the polytropic constant of the outflow. The difference between
equations (4) and (1) is that, presently, the rotational energy term contains

rm(r) = 1
2[<(r) +R(r)], (13a)

as the meanaxialdistance of the flow. The expression of<(r), the local radius of the centrifugal
barrier comes from balancing the centrifugal force with gravity [11], i.e.

λ2

<3(r)
= <(r)

2r(r − 1)2
. (13b)



We thus obtain,

<(r) = [2λ2r(r − 1)2
]1/4

(14a)

and the expression forR(r), the local radius of the funnel wall, comes from the vanishing of
the total effective potential, i.e.

�toteff(r) = − 1

2(r − 1)
+

λ2

2R2(r)
= 0

R(r) = λ[(r − 1)]1/2.

(14b)

The difference between equations (12) and (9) is that the area functions are different. Here,
A(r) is the area between the centrifugal barrier and the funnel wall (see the introduction for
the motivation). This is computed with the assumption that the outflow is external-pressure
supported, i.e. the centrifugal barrier is balanced in pressure with the ambient medium. Matter,
if pushed hard enough, can cross the centrifugal barrier in the black hole accretion (the reason
why rapidly rotating matter can enter into a black hole in the first place). An outward thermal
force (such as that provided by the CENBOL) in between the funnel wall and the centrifugal
barrier causes the flow to come out. Thus the cross section of the outflow is

A(r) = π [<2(r)− R2(r)]. (15)

The outflow angular momentumλ is chosen to be the same as in the inflow, i.e. no viscous
dissipation is assumed to be present in the inner region of the flow close to a black hole.
Considering that viscous time scales are longer compared to the inflow time scale, it may
be a good assumption in the disc, but it may not be a very good assumption for the outflows
which are slow prior to the acceleration and are therefore, prone to viscous transport of angular
momentum. Such a detailed study has not been attempted here particularly because we know
very little about the viscous processes taking place in the pre-jet flow. Therefore, we concentrate
on only those cases where the specific angular momentum is roughly constant when inflowing
matter becomes part of the outflow, although some estimates of the change inRṁ is provided
when the average angular momentum of the outflow is lower. A detailed study of the outflow
rates in the presence of viscosity and magnetic field is in progress and will be presented
elsewhere.

2.2.2. Isothermal outflow. The integration of the radial momentum equation yields an
equation similar to the energy equation (equation (11)):

ϑ2
iso

2
+C2

s ln ρ +
λ2

2rm(r)
2 −

1

2(r − 1)
= constant. (16)

In this case the thermal energy term is different, behaving logarithmically. The constant speed
of sound of the outflow isCs . The mass conservation equation remains the same:

Ṁout = ρϑisoA(r). (17)

Here, the area function remains the same as above. A subscriptiso of velocity ϑ is kept to
distinguish from the velocity in the polytropic case. This is to indicate that the velocities are
measured here using completely different assumptions.

In both the models of the outflow, we assume that the flow is primarily radial. Thus the
θ -component of the velocity is ignored (ϑθ � ϑ).



3. Procedure to solve for discs and outflows simultaneously

Before we go into the details, a general understanding of the transonic flows around a black hole
is essential. In [1, 21], all the solution topologies of the polytropic flow in pseudo-Newtonian
geometry has been provided. In regionsI andO of the parameter space the flow has only
one sonic point. Matter with positive energy at a large distance must pass through that point
before entering into the black hole supersonically. In regionsSA andSW shocks may form
in accretion and winds, respectively, but no shocks are expected in winds and accretions if
parameters are chosen from these branches. InNSW andNSA, two saddle-type sonic points
exist, but no steady shock solutions are possible.

Suppose that matter first enters through the outer sonic point and passes through a shock.
At the shock, part of the incoming matter, having a higher entropy density is likely to return
back as winds through a sonic point, other than the one it just entered. Thus a combination
of topologies, one from the regionSA and the other from the regionO is required to obtain
a full solution. In the absence of the shocks, the flow is likely to bounce back at the pressure
maximum of the inflow and since the outflow would be heated by photons, and thus have
a smaller polytropic constant, the flow would leave the system through an outer sonic point
different from that of the incoming solution. Thus finding a complete self-consistent solution
boils down to finding the outer sonic point of the outflow and the mass flux through it. Below
we present the list of parameters used in both of our models and briefly describe the procedure
to obtain a satisfactory solution.

3.1. Polytropic outflow

We assume that

(a) In this case very little of the total energy is assumed to be lost in each bundle of matter
as it leaves the disc and joins the jet. The specific energyE remains fixed throughout the
flow trajectory as it moves from the disc to the jet.

(b) Very little viscosity is present in the flow except at the place where the shock forms, so
that the specific angular momentumλ is constant in both inflows and outflows close to the
black hole. At the shock, entropy is generated and hence the outflow is of higher entropy
for the same specific energy.

(c) The polytropic index of the inflow (γ ) and outflow (γo) are free parameters and in general,
γo < γ , because of the heating effect of the outflow (e.g. due to the momentum deposition
coming out of the disc surface). In realityγo is directly related to the heating and cooling
processes of the outflow. WheṅMin is high, heating of the outflow by photon momentum
deposition is higher, and thereforeγo → 1.
Thus a supply of parametersE , λ, γ andγo makes a self-consistent computation ofRṁ
possible when the shock is present. When the shock is absent, the compression ratio of
the gas at the pressure maximum between the inflow and outflowRcomp is supplied as
a free parameter, since otherwise it may be very difficult to compute satisfactorily. In
the presence of shocks, such problems do not arise as the compression ratio is obtained
self-consistently.

The following procedure is adopted to obtain a complete solution. From equations (8) and (9)
we derive an expression for the derivative,

du

dr
=
(
λ2/r3 + na2/α + (5r − 3)/r(r − 1)− 1/2(r − 1)2

u− 2na2/αu

)
. (18)



At the sonic point, the numerator and denominator vanish separately, and give rise to the
so-called sonic point conditions:

ac =
(

1/2(rc − 1)2 − λ2/rc
3

α(rc − 1)rc/n(5rc − 3)

)
(19a)

uc =
√

2n

α
ac (19b)

where the subscriptc represents the quantities at the sonic point. The derivative of the flow at
the sonic point is computed using L’Hospital’s rule. Using a fourth-order Runge–Kutta method
ϑ(r) anda(r) are computed along the flow until the position where the Rankine–Hugoniot
condition is satisfied (if shocks form) and from there on the sub-sonic branch is integrated
for the accretion as usual. With the knownγo, E andλ, one can compute the location of the
outflow sonic point from equations (11) and (12),

dϑ

dr
=
(
(a2/A2(r))dA(r)/dr + (λ2/rm

3(r))drm(r)/dr − 1/2(r − 1)2

ϑ − a2/ϑ

)
(20)

from where the sonic point conditions at the outflow sonic pointrco obtained are given by

a2
co

A2
co(r)

dA(r)
dr

∣∣∣∣
co

+
λ2

r3
mco
(r)

drm(r)

dr

∣∣∣∣
co

− 1

2(rco − 1)2
= 0 (21a)

and

ϑco = aco. (21b)

At the outer sonic point, the derivative ofϑ is computed using L’Hospital’s rule and the Runge–
Kutta method is used to integrate towards the black hole to compute the velocity of the outflow
at the shock location. The density of the outflow at the shock is computed by distributing the
post-shock dense matter of the disc into a spherical shell of 4π solid angle. The outflow rate
is then computed using equation (12).

It is to be noted that when the outflows are produced, one cannot use the usual Rankine–
Hugoniot relations at the shock location, since mass flux is no longer conservedin accretion,
but part of it is lost in the outflow. Accordingly, we use

Ṁ+ = (1− Rṁ)Ṁ− (22)

where the subscripts + and− denote the pre- and post-shock values, respectively. Since due
to the loss of matter in the post-shock region, the post-shock pressure decreases, the shock
recedes backward for the same value of incoming energy, angular momentum and polytropic
index. The combination of the three changes, namely, the increase in the cross-sectional area
of the outflow and the launching velocity of the outflow and the decrease in the post-shock
density decides whether the net outflow rate would be increased or decreased compared to the
case when the exact Rankine–Hugoniot relation was used.

In the case where shocks do not form, the procedure is a bit different. It is assumed that the
maximum amount of matter comes out from the place on the disc where the thermal pressure
of the inflow attains its maximum. The expression for the polytropic pressure for the inflow
in vertical equilibrium is

Pe(r) = a2(n+1)
e Ṁin

γ (1+n)Ṁ
. (23)



This is maximized and the outflow is assumed to have the same quasi-conical shape with
annular cross sectionA(r) between the funnel wall and the centrifugal barrier as already
defined. In the absence of shocks the compression ratio of the flow between the incoming flow
and the outgoing flow at the pressure maximum cannot be computed self-consistently unlike
the case when the shock was present. Thus this ratio is chosen freely. We take the guidance
for this number from what was obtained in the case when shocks are formed. However, in
this case even when mass loss takes place,the locationof the pressure maximum remains
unchanged. Since the compression ratioRcomp is a free parameter,Rṁ remains unchanged for
a givenRcomp. Let us assume that ˙µ− is theactualmass inflow rate and is the same as before
and after the pressure maximum had the mass-loss rate been negligible. Let ˙µ+ be the mass
inflow rateafter the pressure maximum, when the loss due to outflow is taken into account.
Then by definition, ˙µ− = Ṁout + µ̇+ andRṁ = Ṁout/µ̇−. Thus theactual ratio of the mass
outflow rate and the mass inflow rate, when the mass loss is taken into consideration is given
by

Ṁout

µ̇+
= Rṁ

1− Rṁ . (24a)

However, this static consideration is valid only whenRṁ < 1. Otherwise, we must have

−dMdisc

dt
+ µ̇− = µ̇+ + Ṁout

i.e.

−dMdisc

dt
= µ̇−(Rṁ − 1) + µ̇+. (24b)

Here,Mdisc is the instantaneous mass of the disc. SinceRṁ > 1, the disc has to evacuate.
These cases hint that the assumptions of the steady solution break down completely and the
solutions may become highly time dependent.

3.2. Isothermal outflow

We assume that

(a) The outflow has exactly thesametemperature as that of the post-shock flow, but the energy
is not conserved as matter goes from the disc to the jet. In other words, the outflow is kept
in a thermal bath of temperature as that of the post-shock flow.

(b) The same as (b) of subsection 3.1.
(c) The post-shock proton temperature is determined from the inflow accretion rateṀin using

the consideration of Comptonization of the advective region. The procedure to compute
the typical proton temperature as a function of the incoming accretion rate has been adopted
from [26].

(d) The polytropic index of the inflow can be varied but that of the outflow is always unity.
Thus a supply of parametersE ,λandγ makes a self-consistent computation ofRṁ possible
when the shock is present. When the shock is absent, the compression ratio of the gas
at the pressure maximum between the inflow and the outflowRcomp is supplied as a free
parameter exactly as in the polytropic case.

The following procedure is adopted to obtain a complete solution. From equations (16) and
(17) we derive an expression for the derivative,

dϑ

dr

∣∣∣∣
iso

=
(
(C2

s /A(r))dA(r)/dr + (λ2/r3
m(r))drm(r)/dr − 1/2(rc − 1)2

ϑiso− C2
s /ϑiso

)
. (25)



At the sonic point, the numerator and denominator vanish separately, and give rise to the
so-called sonic point conditions:

C2
s

Aco(r)
dA(r)

dr

∣∣∣∣
co

+
λ2

r3
mco
(r)

drm(r)

dr

∣∣∣∣
co

− 1

2(rco − 1)2
= 0, (26a)

and

ϑco = Cs, (26b)

where the subscriptco represents the quantities at the sonic point of the outflow. The derivative
of the flow at the sonic point is computed using L’Hospital’s rule. The procedure is otherwise
similar to those mentioned in the polytropic case and we do not repeat them here.

4. Results

4.1. Polytropic outflow coming from the post-shock accretion disc

Figure 2 shows a typical solution which combines the accretion and the outflow. The input
parameters areE = 0.0005,λ = 1.75 andγ = 4

3 corresponding to relativistic inflow. The full
curve with an arrow represents the pre-shock region of the inflow and the long-broken curve

Figure 2. A few typical solutions which combine accretion and outflow. Input parameters are
E = 0.0005,λ = 1.75 andγ = 4

3 . The full curve with an inwardly directed arrow represents the
pre-shock region of the inflow, and the broken curve with an inwardly directed arrow represents
post-shock inflow which enters the black hole after passing through the inner sonic point (I). Dotted
curves are the outflows for variousγo (marked). Open circles are sonic points of the outflowing
winds and the crossing point ‘O’ is the outer sonic point of the inflow. The leftmost shock transition
(Xs3) is obtained from unmodified Rankine–Hugoniot condition, while the other transitions are
obtained when the mass outflow is taken into account.



Figure 3. The ratioRṁ as the outflowing polytropic indexγo is varied. Only the range ofγo for
which the shock solution is present is shown here. Asγo is increased, the ratio is also increased.
Sinceγo is generally anti-correlated witḣmin, this implies thatRṁ is correlated withṁin.

represents the post-shock inflow which enters the black hole after passing through the inner
sonic point (I). The full vertical line atXs3 (the leftmost vertical transition) with a double arrow
represents the shock transition obtained with exact Rankine–Hugoniot condition (i.e. with no
mass loss). The actual shock location obtained with a modified Rankine–Hugoniot condition
(equation (22)) is further out from the original locationXs3. Three vertical lines connected
with the corresponding dotted curves represent three outflow solutions for the parameters
γo = 1.3 (top), 1.15 (middle) and 1.05 (bottom). The outflow branches shown pass through
the corresponding sonic points. It is evident from the figure that the outflow moves along
solution curves completely differently to that of the ‘wind solution’ of the inflow which passes
through the outer sonic point ‘O’. The mass-loss ratioRṁ in these cases are 0.256, 0.159 and
0.085, respectively. Figure 3 shows the ratioRṁ asγo is varied. Only the range ofγo and
energy for which the shock solution is present is shown here. The general conclusion is that
asγo is increased the ratio is also increased nonlinearly. When the inflow rate is very low, due
to the paucity of photons, the outflow is not heated very much andγo remains higher. The
reverse is true when the accretion rate is higher. Thus, effectively, the ratioRṁ is going up
with the decrease iṅMin. In passing we remark that with the variation in the inflow angular
momentum,λ, the result does not change significantly, andRṁ changes only by a couple of
per cent at most.

In figure 4(a), we show the variation of the ratioRṁ of the mass outflow rate and inflow
rate as a function of the shock strength (dotted)M−/M+ (here,M− andM+ are the Mach
numbers of the pre- and post-shock flows, respectively), the compression ratio (full)6+/6−
(here,6− and6+ are the vertically integrated matter densities in the pre- and post- shock
flows, respectively), and the stable shock location (broken)Xs3 (in the notation of [21]). Other
parameters areλ = 1.75 andγo = 1.05. Note that the ratioRṁ does not peak near the
strongest shocks! Shocks are stronger when they are located closer to the black hole, i.e. for



Figure 4. Variation ofRṁ as a function of (a) shock strengthM−/M+ (dotted), the compression
ratio6+/6− (full), and the shock locationXs3 (broken) forγo = 1.05 and (b) the specific energy
E for variousγo (marked).λ = 1.75 throughout.

smaller energies. The non-monotonic behaviour is more clearly seen in the lowest curve of
figure 4(b) whereRṁ is plotted as a function of the specific energyE (along thex-axis) andγo
(marked on each curve). The specific angular momentum is chosen to beλ = 1.75 as before.



Figure 5. Rṁ as a function of the polytropic indexγ of the inflow. The range ofγ shown is the
range for which shock forms in the flow. A suitably scaled density, velocity and area of the flow (at
the base of the outflow) on the disc surface are also shown (see text for details). Non-monotonicity
in Rṁ can be understood by the fact that the shock location, i.e. the areaA(rinj ) and velocityϑinj
of the outflowat the outflow originincrease withγ , but the densityρinj decreases.

The tendency of the peak inRṁ is primarily because asE is increased, the shock location is
increased which generally increases the outflowing areaA(r) at the shock location. However,
the density, as well as the velocity, of the outflow at the shock increases. The outflow rate,
which is a product of these quantities, thus shows a peak. For the sake of comparison, we
present the results forγo = 1.05 (broken curve) when the Rankine–Hugoniot relation was not
corrected by equation (22). The result generally remains the same because of two competing
effects: a decrease in post-shock density and an increase in the area from which the outflow is
launched (i.e. the area between the black hole and the shock) as well as the launching velocity
of the jet at the shock.

To gain a better insight into the behaviour of the outflow, in figure 5 we plotRṁ as a
function of the polytropic index of theincomingflow (γ ) for γo = 1.1, E = 0.002 and
λ = 1.75. The range ofγ shown is the range for which a shock forms in the flow. We
also plot the variation of the injection velocityϑinj , the injection densityρinj and the area
A(r) of the outflow at the location where the outflow leaves the disc. The incoming accretion
rate has been chosen to be 0.3 (in units of the Eddington rate). These quantities are scaled
from the corresponding dimensionless quantities asϑinj → 0.1ϑinj , ρinj → 1022ρinj and
A→ 10−4A, respectively, in order to bring them into the same scale. With the increase inγ ,
the shock location is increased, and therefore the cross-sectional area of the outflow increases.
The injection velocity increases (albeit very slowly) as the shock recedes, since the injection
surface (CENBOL) comes closer to the outflow sonic point. However, the density decreases
(the gas is less dense). This anti-correlation is reflected in the peak ofRṁ.



So far, we have assumed that the specific angular momentum of the outflow is exactly the
same as that of the inflow, while in reality it could be different due to the presence of viscosity.
In the outflow, a major source of viscosity is the radiative viscosity whose coefficient is

η = 4aT 4

15κT cρ
cm2 s−1. (27)

This could be significant, since the temperature of the outflow is high, but the density is low.
Assuming that the angular momentum distribution reaches a steady state inside the jet ([1] and
references therein),

lj = CjRnj (28)

whereCj andnj are constants, the vanishing condition of the azimuthal velocity on the axis
requires thatnj > 1 inside the jet. The matter distribution in therotationally dominantregion
of the ‘pre-jet’ is computed by integrating the Euler equation. It is easy to show that the
‘hollow’ jet thus produced carries most of the matter and angular momentum in the outer
layers of the jet [1]. In other words, the average angular momentum of the outflowaway from
the basemay remain roughly constant even in the presence of viscosity. This is to be contrasted
with the disc, where matter is more dense towards the centre while more angular momentum is
concentrated towards the outer edge. If, however, the average angular momentumat the base
of the outflow decreases due to losses to the ambient medium by, say, a factor of two, we find
that the mass-loss rate is also reduced by about the same factor. This shows that the outflow is
at least partially centrifugally driven.

An important point to note: the ratio between the ‘specific entropy measure’ of the outflow
to that of the post-shock inflow is obtained from the definition of the entropy accretion rate
Ṁ:

Ko

K+
= Ṁ

γo−1
out

Ṁγ−1
+

(
1− Rṁ
Rṁ

)γo−1

Ṁ
(γ−γo)
+

γ

γo
(29)

asRṁ → 1, Ko/K+ → 0. Thus, we expect that for a polytropic flow with shocks, 100%
outflow is impossible since the outgoing entropy must be higher. In isothermal outflows such
simple considerations do not apply.

If we introduce an extra radiation pressure term (with a term like0/r2 in the radial force
equation, where0 is the contribution due to the radiative process), particularly important for
neutron stars, the outcome is significant. In the inflow, outward radiation pressure weakens
gravity and thus the shock is located further out. The temperature is cooler and therefore the
outflow rate is lower. If the term is introduced only in the outflow, the effect is not significant.

4.2. Polytropic outflow coming from the region of maximum pressure

In this case, the inflow parameters are chosen from regionI (see [21]) so that the shocks do
not form. Here, the inflow passes through the inner sonic point only. The outflow is assumed
to originate from the regions where the polytropic inflow has a maximum pressure. This
assumption is justified, since it is expected that winds would obtain the maximum kick in this
region. Figure 6(a) shows a typical solution. The arrowed full curve shows the inflow and the
broken arrowed curves show the outflows forγo = 1.3 (top), 1.1 (middle) and 1.01 (bottom).
The ratioRṁ in these cases is given by 0.66, 0.30 and 0.09, respectively. The specific energy
and angular momentum are chosen to beE = 0.005 84 andλ = 1.8145, respectively. The
pressure maximum occurs outside the inner sonic point atrp when the flow is still subsonic.
Figure 6(b) shows the variation of thermal pressure of the flow with radial distance. The peak



Figure 6. (a) A few typical solutions for outflows forming out of an advective disc which does
not include a standing shock wave. The incoming arrowed full curve shows the inflow, and the
broken arrowed curves with outgoing arrows show the outflows forγo = 1.3 (top), 1.1 (middle)
and 1.01 (bottom). Atrp , the thermal pressure of the inflow is maximum. (b) Variation of the
thermal pressurePe of the incoming flow with radial distance. In a shock-free hydrodynamic flow,
winds may form from the region around the pressure maximum.



Figure 7. Rṁ as a function of outflowing polytropic indexγo for various choices of the
compression ratioRcomp of the outflowing gas at the pressure maximum. From bottom to top,
Rcomp= 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, respectively.

is clearly visible. Since the pressure maximum occurs very close to the black hole compared
to the location of the shock, the area of the outflow is smaller, but the radial velocity as well as
the density of matter at the base of the outflow are much higher. As a result the outflow rate
is exorbitantly higher compared to the shock case. Figure 7 shows the ratioRṁ as a function
of γo for various choices of the compression ratioRcompof the outflowing gas at the pressure
maximum:Rcomp= 2 for the rightmost curve andRcomp= 7 for the leftmost curve. We have
deliberately removed the solutions withRṁ > 1, because the solution should be inherently
time dependent (see, equation (24b)) in these cases and a steady-state approach is not supposed
to be trusted completely. This is different from the results of subsection 4.1, where shocks are
considered, sinceRṁ is non-monotonic in that case.

It is also found that in some range of parameters, the very high mass flow could take
place even for smaller compression ratios, especially when the sonic point of the outflowro is
right outside the pressure maximum. These cases can cause runaway instabilities by rapidly
evacuating the disc. They may be responsible for quiescent states in x-ray novae systems
(GS2000+25, GRS 1124-683) [27, 28] and also in some systems with massive black holes
(Sgr A*) [29, 30]. Strong winds are suspected to be present in SgrA∗ at our galactic centre
[29, 30]. We show that when the inflow rate itself is low (as in the case for SgrA∗), the mass
outflow rate is very high, almost to the point of evacuating the disc. Thus we think that any
explanation of spectral properties of our galactic centre (Sgr A*) should include winds using
our model.

With the location of the maximum pressure being close to the black hole, it may generally
be very difficult to generate the outflow from this region. Thus, it is expected that the ratioRṁ
would be larger when the maximum pressure is located further out. This is exactly what we
see in figure 8, where we plotRṁ against the location of the pressure maximum (full curve).



Figure 8. Variation ofRṁ (full) as a function of the locationrp of the maximum pressure and the
non-dimensional pressure (dotted)Pe(rp) (multiplied by 1.5× 1024 to bring to scale) are plotted.

Figure 9. Variation of effective proton (full) and electron (broken) temperatures in the advective
regions of the accretion disc around a 10 solar mass black hole as functions of the accretion rates
of the Keplerian flow. As the Keplerian rate increases, both protons and electrons cool down.



Figure 10. (a) Variation ofRṁ as functions of the Eddington rate of the Keplerian component of
the incoming flow for a range of specific angular momentum. In the low-luminosity objects the
ratio is larger. (b) Rṁ as a function of the proton temperatureTp of the post-shock region. In (a),
λ = 1.7 (top curve),λ = 1.725 (middle) and 1.75 (bottom curve). In (a) the angular momentum
flux F(λ) of the outflow is also shown (broken curve).

Secondly, if our guess that the outflow rate could be related to the pressure is correct, then the
rate should increase as the pressure at the maximum rises. This is also observed in figure 7.



We plot hereRṁ as a function of the actual pressure at the pressure maximum (broken curve).
The mass loss is found to be strongly correlated with the thermal pressure. Here we have
multiplied the non-dimensional thermal pressure by 1.5× 1024 in order to bring it to the same
scale.

4.3. Isothermal outflow coming from the post-shock accretion disc

In this case, the outflow is assumed to be isothermal. The temperature of the outflow is obtained
from the proton temperature of the advective region of the disc. The proton temperature is
obtained using the Comptonization, bremsstrahlung, inverse bremsstrahlung and Coulomb
processes ([26] and references therein). Figure 9 shows the effective proton temperature and
the electron temperature of the post-shock advective region as a function of the accretion rate
(in units of Eddington rate, on a logarithmic scale) of the Keplerian component of the disc.
The diagram is drawn for a black hole of mass 10M�. Similar results can be obtained for black
holes of any mass. The soft x-ray luminosity for stellar mass black holes or the UV luminosity
of massive black holes is basically dictated by the Keplerian rate of the disc. It is clear that as
the accretion rate of the Keplerian disc is increased, the advective region becomes cooler as is
expected.

In figure 10(a), we show the ratioRṁ as a function of the accretion rate (in units of the
Eddington rate) of the incoming flow for a range of the specific angular momentum. In the
low-luminosity objects the ratio is larger. The angular momentum is varied fromλ = 1.7 (top
curve), 1.725 (middle curve) and 1.75 (bottom curve). The specific energy isE = 0.003. Here
we have used the modified Rankine–Hugoniot relation as before (equation (22)). The ratioRṁ
is clearly very sensitive to the angular momentum since it changes the shock location rapidly
and therefore changes the post-shock temperature very much. We also plot the outflux of the
angular momentumF(λ) = λṁinRṁ which has a maximum at intermediate accretion rates.
In dimensional units, these quantities represent significant fractions of the angular momentum
of the entire disc and therefore the rotating outflow can help accretion processes. Curves are
drawn for differentλ as above. In figure 10(b), we plot the variation of the ratio directly with
the proton temperature of the advecting region. The outflow is clearly thermally driven. A
hotter flow produces more winds as is expected. The angular momentum associated with each
curve is the same as before.

4.4. Isothermal outflow coming from the region of maximum pressure

This case produces a very similar result to the above case, except that like section 4.2 the
outflow rate becomes very close to 100% of the inflow rate when the proton temperature is
very high. Thus, when the accretion rate of the Keplerian flow is very small, the outflow rate
becomes very high, close to evacuating the disc. As noted before, this may also be related to
the quiescent state of the x-ray novae.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have computed the mass outflow rate from the advective accretion discs
around galactic and extra-galactic black holes. Since the general physics of advective flows
are similar around a neutron star, we believe that the conclusions may remain roughly similar
provided the shock atXs3 forms, although the boundary layer (which corresponds toXs1 in
[21] notation) of the neutron star, where half of the binding energy could be released, may be
more luminous than that of a black hole and may thus affect the outflow rate. We have chosen



a limited number of free parameters just sufficient to describe the inflow and only one extra
parameter for the outflow. We find that the outflow rates can vary from a very small percentage
of the inflow rate, to as much as the inflow rate (causing almost complete evacuation of the
accretion disc) depending on the inflow parameters. For the first time, it has become possible
to use the exact transonic solutions for both the discs and the winds and combine them to
form a self-consistent disc-outflow system. Although we present results when centrifugally
supported boundary layers are considered around a black hole, it is evident that the result is
general, namely, if such a barrier is produced by other means, such as pre-heating [31] or by
pair-plasma pressure [32], outflows would also be produced [33, 34]

The basic conclusions of this paper are the following.

(a) It is possible that most of the outflows are coming from the centrifugally supported
boundary layer (CENBOL) of the accretion discs.

(b) The outflow rate generally increases with the proton temperature of CENBOL. In other
words, winds are, at least partially, thermally driven. This is reflected more strongly when
the outflow is isothermal.

(c) Even though the specific angular momentum of the flow increases the size of the CENBOL,
and one would have expected a higher mass flux in the wind, we find that the rate of the
outflow is actually anti-correlated with theλ of the inflow. On the other hand, if the
angular momentum of the outflow is reduced by hand, we find that the rate of the outflow
is correlated withλ of the outflow. This suggests that the outflow is partially centrifugally
driven as well.

(d) The ratioRṁ is generally anti-correlated with the inflow accretion rate; that is, discs of
lower luminosity would produce higherRṁ.

(e) Generally speaking, supersonic regions of the inflow do not have pressure maxima. Thus,
outflows emerge from the subsonic region of the inflow, whether the shock actually forms
or not.

In this paper, we have assumed that the magnetic field is absent. Magnetized winds from
the accretion discs have so far been considered in the context of a Keplerian disc andnot in the
context of sub-Keplerian flows on which we concentrate here. Secondly, whereas the entire
Keplerian disc was assumed to participate in wind formation, here we suggest that CENBOL is
the major source of outflowing matter. It is not unreasonable to assume that CENBOL would
still form when magnetic fields are present [1] and since the Alfvén speed is, by definition,
higher compared to the speed of sound, the acceleration, and therefore the mass outflow, would
also be higher than that which has been computed here. Such works will be carried out in the
future.

In the literature, not many results are present which deal with exact computations of the
mass outflow rate. Molteniet al [10], in their smoothed particle hydrodynamics simulations,
found that the ratio could be as high as 15–20% when the flow is steady. In Ryuet al [12],
10–15% of the steady outflow is seen and occasionally, even 150% of the inflow is found to
be ejected in non-stationary cases. Our result shows that a high outflow rate is also possible,
especially for the absence of shocks and low luminosities. In Eggumet al [9], radiation-
dominated flows showedRṁ ∼ 0.004, which also agrees with our results when we consider
high accretion rates (see, e.g., figure 9(a)). Observationally, it is very difficult to obtain the
outflow rate from a real system, as it depends on too many uncertainties, such as filling factors
and projection effects. In any case, with a general knowledge of the outflow rate, we can
now proceed to estimate several important quantities. For example, it had been argued that
the composition of the disc changes due to nucleosynthesis in accretion discs around black
holes and these modified isotopes are deposited in the surroundings by outflows from the



discs ([35, 36] and references therein). Similarly, it is argued that outflows deposit magnetic
flux tubes from accretion discs into the surroundings [37]. Thus a knowledge of outflows is
essential in understanding varied physical phenomena in galactic environments.

Would our solution be affected if radiation pressure was included? A preliminary
investigation with a0/r2 force term (whose effect is to weaken gravity) suggests that for
non-zero0 in the inflow, the mass-loss rate changes significantly. This is because the shock
location increases when0 is increased. This in turn reduces the mass-loss rate. On the other
hand, when0 is non-zero in the outflow, the effect is not very high, since the outflow rate
is generally driven by the thermal effect of thedisc and not the wind. Similarly, we see
a significant reduction of the outflow when the average specific angular momentum of the
outflow is reduced. This is expected since the outflow is partially centrifugally driven. This
effect is stronger when the outflow is isothermal.

An interesting situation arises when the polytropic index of the outflow is large and the
compression ratio of the flow is also very high. In this case, the flow virtually bounces back
as the winds and the outflow rate can be equal to the inflow rate or even higher, thereby
evacuating the disc. In this range of parameters, most, if not all, of our assumptions may
breakdown completely because the situation could become inherently time dependent. It is
possible that some of the black hole systems, including that in our own galactic centre, may
have undergone such an evacuation phase in the past and gone into a quiescent phase.

So far, we made the computations around a Schwarzschild black hole. In the case of
a Kerr black hole [15], the shock locations will come closer and the outflow rates should
become higher. Similarly a magnetic field will change the sonic point locations significantly
[1]. The mass outflow rates in these conditions are being studied and the results will be reported
elsewhere [38].
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